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We just bring all into a relaxed state through STILLNESS. Just like everyone  to have their feet 
nicely anchored on the ground, relax the shoulders, relax the neck muscles by just turning the 
head left and right slowly…
We are receiving the Essence of the Master’s Presence, the footprints and the Grid Systems of all 
the Ancestor from the Uluru vibrations, Aboriginals and Ancestors that are integrating 
heightened information for us now.  
We deliver a message to bring calmness and balance and healing to all consciousness both 
Masculine and Feminine on this Planet.
 We have received stories from the Teachers that walked with us through the Uluru Rock 
formation and listened to the Ancestors journeys of survival and living and being in harmony 
through a connective communications in the Outback with the Animal Kingdom, with one 
another, and with the Star Elders and the Star Nations.  I bring forth the story of all Soul 
Journeys to heightened all Evolutionary minds that will begin Transitioning, Transfiguring and 
Transforming into elaborate Systems of LIGHT CODES.
Light language….
Through Stillness…. a knitting and intertwining of Light Codes of Consciousness will be 
elevating and synchronizing all footprints and all imprints in all Frequencies as you walk through 
the Rock Formation of Uluru. ACTIVATION  
Relax the mind, open up the Visionary Mind, to see the Aboriginal Ancient Master and 
Ancestor, A Story Teller of all Time lines and all Grid lines; who is now standing at a 
pivotal Portal on the top of the rock formation of Uluru.
 He stands tall in his Infinite Field of Light and is now tapping his Medicine Stick into the 
rock formation to call out to all ancestors from all Dimensions and all Grid Systems…..
Let the arrival, let the Beginning, let the Knowing and let the Being begin…. of a new 
harmonic Consciousness Field into all Sacred Portals on Gaia.
There is a sounding of a horn, there is a ringing of bells in Machu Pichu, there are fire in 
the skies in India, there sovereignty waves of Harmonic Tones in Jerusalem, and there 
are Golden Essences of heightened raining down of highest Celestial Ones at Giza, 
there are water waves of higher Water Beings at Easter Island.  And those Arcturian, 
Lemurian,  Pleidiene are standing in Rock Formations in Sedona. There are heightened 
Hieroglyphs that are cracking open in Himalayan Tibetan Temples. 
And, there are Fossil Kingdoms and lava fields that are opening in the So Below Crystal 
Kingdoms, below the lava fields of all Islands of Indonesia, Bali and Hawaii.
There are Ice Particles that are breaking Barriers in Burgs in Iceland, Alaska and Artic 
Poles that are harmonically waving their Water Fields of LIGHT Consciousness Fields 
into Crystal Kingdoms.
Those Burgs are connecting with the Lava Burgs, and there is cracking open in the 
Inner Core Field, where there is a stronghold of light and dark that is moving into a Ying 
Yang vibration of a harmonic pulse of Masculine Feminine vibrations of Light Chords.
These are the Helix patterns these are the formations of Love Light and Freedom, and 
these are the originating Souls and their Crystal Formations that are awakening and 
tapping into the Medicine Stick of that Ancient ONE standing in Uluru.
Tapping, connecting,
These are Crystal Seeds that are being sown again, these are Seeds that have to be 
rewoven and re-sown and reprogrammed in all Ancestors; and so the Star Elders, and 
Star Nations, are now talking to the Sun Gods. The Sun GODS are the Mayan, Andean, 
Aztec, Purvuian, Atlantean and Egyptian Sun Gods.



Their Seeds of Light Crystals are cracking open in all Consciousness Fields of all 
Kingdoms, in all Elements on the planet.  You, who have ears will hear your originating 
Rhythm and Tone, and you will hear the Ancient Master channeling in high pitched 
Tones standing in Uluru, tapping his Medicine Stick, tapping and connecting to the  Star 
Nations and Star Elders Grid Systems that are lighting up a new wave, a new Format of 
Hearing ,of Seeing of Breathing…………..
Assimilating the frequency through STILLNESS….it is your own vibration, tap into the 
Creator Consciousness… align to that Holiest Frequency within your own heart beat…. 
there begins a Merkabah rotation of your own Star Seeds. 
Light languages …… Breathe……..                                                                                                                                   
We are opening the Veil; We are removing the Programs, the Paradigms, the 
Patterns….. and all is falling away; all Energetic Fields of Consciousness will now step 
through this massive LIGHT  Corridor.
This Infinite Portal of LIGHT, 3 Panels of 3 Windows of 3 Bars, 3 Star Constellations of 
ONENESS arrives through many Dimensions in a Heavenly Veil is open from all to pass 
through, and soar into Reality frequencies within their own Merkabah Vibration.
Your Heart Seeds are connecting in the Heart Chakra and spinning a new Thread of 
Light Codes into the Inner Mind’s Eye, to begin spinning a new Reality Consciousness 
into the Inner Mind.
And all Codes of Consciousness are knitting in to ONENESS Frequencies in the entire 
chakra body, the dense energies no longer, the heavy thought forms no longer, the 
troubled hearts of unsavory timelines, no longer, the Essence of your own true Light 
Presence is connecting as the sowing in of the Crystal Star Seeds that have been 
cracked open within you by this massive Medicine Stick in Uluru, and all other sacred 
portals are cracking open their Seeds in all Ley lines and all Meridians and  cracking 
open into higher hieroglyphs within all Sacred Temples.  Your own Temple of Light within 
you is aligned, and you are expanding with every breath across your heart.
This new wave form is sweeping in a cleansing and purification of all Star Light Beings 
and Star Nations and Star Elders of the Star Seeds CODES that is amplifying upon all 
Ley lines, and Gridlines and Portals upon all Oceans and Desert Sands. And this wave 
is sweeping Light Quadrants of Light Patterns into all Ethereal Bodies on this entire 
planet. 
Your own purification, your own letting go, is seeping and transmitting LIGHT and 
permeating heightened CODES into your Ethereal Bodies, that will be tapped into onto 
one another, for you will be Projecting and Transmitting and becoming a Transmitter of 
LIGHT.
IGNITE….IGNITE and re-Light your LIGHT within…you are Children of the Light and 
you are Awakening since 11-11-11 of Starbursts from Star Elders and Star 
Constellations who know Who You Are,                            who have cracked open your 
originating Soul Seedlings within. 
And with their LIGHT in Star Constellations, Star Nations do the Infinite Light Code 
Carriers, lnfinite Record keepers and Gatekeepers begin arriving and will continue 
between now and December Solstice
Until that time of Solstice, there will be new Routines, new Patterns, new Gifts, new 
Abilities that will be awakened and delivered to all who are Connected and 
Communicating, and who KNOW their own Soul Source of Light Frequencies, Light 
Patterns, Light Symbols and Inner Being of LIGHT ESSENCE.
It is not for you to Feel, to See, to Tap into, it is for you to BECOME LOVE LIGHT and 



Harmony in every Atom, in every Electron of your Cellular Being. For it is the LOVE 
Aspects of nurturing ones Soul into a Rebirthing of its Reclaiming and Re- enforcing of 
its Crystals within, into Light Seeds of Light CODES that harmonically transfers the 
Energetic field within you to JUST BE a MASTER Energy Field, to become a  
Transmission of an Energy of LIGHT.
The Masters of Light Forces see you, Assist you and Guide you  in your sleep state now 
and they will harmonically Attune you as an instrument of LIGHT in every Vertebrae of 
your Spinal Column.  And you will be aligned in every Chakra of the body of 12, and 33 
Chakras of the Head, and including the Hands and Feet Chakras that will be connected 
into Gaia’s pivotal Portals of her Chakra Body.
We are assisting your Transformation of Light Seedlings into Light CODES as your Light 
Soul Being has been ignited through these Star Elders, Star Nations and Star Beings.  
The Transcending Frequency that arrived in 3Panels of LIGHT on that 11-11-11 
Gateway has brought forward a heightened Vibration of Peace, as your body Connects 
and Accepts, and your Mind Adjusts  and Adapts, and your Soul Awakens and becomes 
Activated into an Assemblance of a ONENESS Format within you.
You are Connected, you are Aligned, and you are Communicating much more than you 
know, and        WE here in the Realms of Truth, Beyond the Veil, have been monitoring 
all Consciousness Fields on this Planet; as they are adapting to us, and they are 
accepting the LIGHT Chords of LIGHT CODES into their Soul Chakra Body vibrations.
Those originating Footprints are your Soul Footprints they are your Master Soul 
Seedlings that have been developing within every Foot Chakra Gridline. And it is being 
Blessed each day now, through the heart beat of Gaia and Her Crystalline Corridor of 
Grid Systems that now have also been Crystallized into Crystal Kingdoms that are 
fastening to your own Foot Chakra to connect into your own Being-ness. 
And Her Crystal Kingdoms of Crystallize Grid Systems below the So Below ocean floors 
and desert sands they as Crystal Beings of Crystal Kingdoms have been pulling away 
the last of the residue of lingering Time lines no longer needed in your Soul Being.  
Out of these new Grid Systems in the Foot Chakras, there is cleansing, there is 
purification; and there is renewing of LIGHT SEEDS into the Foot Chakras for Gaia’s 
heart beat is housing you, nurturing you and aligning you. 
So that you, are no longer Reincarnating; you are now Reclaiming, your Soul LIGHT 
SEEDS, you are no longer pacified, you are now Amplified into Crystal LIGHT 
ESSENCES.
This Recoding is taking place, as you are being Decoded from the Ancestors who know 
who you are in the Realms. Through this Medicine Stick that is tapping into Universal 
Grid Systems, into Grid Systems of  Chakra Systems, into Electromagnetic Fielded  
Grid Systems…. ALL know who you are; and will blend a new Vibration, a new Tone, in 
each one of you. 
As an Atomic Master, an Electronic field will be placed around you, so that your Ethereal 
body will be of electromagnetic pulses at all times now.
And a Sowing in of your Crystal Light Seeds, lighting up your Axial-tonal and 
Acupuncture Meridians will allow you to move into a Crystallized state of FREEDOM 
In sleep state tonight, you will be floating and wandering and seeping and permeating 
into your originating Civilizations LIGHT CODES; while the Holiest of Holies will bathe 
you in a Circle of Light
And the Infinite Arch Angels of Metatron and Melchezekdek will place Merkabah 
Vehicles of Pyramid formats into all Chakra Systems; so that all that you receive each 



hour now, will be of heightened Intelligences transmuting lowering vibrations, amplifying 
Intelligent Frequencies of Crystalline Intelligences to co create ONENESS of your 
human soul, human body and human mind into an Infinite Divine Soul Seed of LIGHT. 
That is who you are, that is what We are, and that is why We are here and now in an 
Infinite Vibration of LIGHT.
BREATHE IN your Infinite Light Seeds…Connect to the LIGHT CODES that you are co 
creating and Reclaiming back into your own heartbeat… BREATHE IT IN …. Hold that 
LIGHT CODE and its Frequency in your heart… expand it through all of your Systems. 
Feel the ESSENCE flowing into your hands of your new Palm Chakras; that static of 
Electromagnetic pulse is activating within your System.  
FEEL the new ESSENCE of these new Imprints within your hands of your new Master 
Being and its Soul Light Vibration…. amplifying in your Palm Chakra, in the Crown 

Chakra, in the 3rd Eye; as the Pineal Crystal Seeds LIGHT up your Inner Mind…..
So that you may begin tapping into the Master Soul Being of Who You Are…….Align to
IAM NOT A BODY, I LIVE IN THIS BODY, IAM INFNTIE LIGHT CODES OF LIGHT 
SEEDS that have been Awakened and cracked open to communicate to all Gridlines 
and all Grid Systems who KNOW who IAM
This Master Energy is reclaiming its Master Soul ESENCE in all Souls on this Planet, 
who are awakened to their Crystal Soul PRESENCE and its ESSENCE that is now 
within you.
This tapping into Grid Systems at Uluru is now tapped into all Grid Systems in your 
Ethereal Fields that your own Palm Chakras of Light Crystals can now tap onto that 
Ethereal Field of your own Light Essence
RECLAIM the new heart beat of the new Crystal Light Soul by placing your hands on 
the heart, FEEL your Crystal Soul’s PRESENCE that is within you….. BREATHE IT IN 
and HOLD….
As it moves across the Chest Plate the ESSENCE of ABSOLUTE ONENESS of LOVE 
is formatted.
Align to the STILLNESS above the Head, feel the ESSENCE embracing your entire 
body and within your Heart… FEEL the ONENESS within your Heart as you are 
Breathing IN your own Ancient ONE of your own Master Soul……who is calling you…..  
We are ONENESS…..”FOLLOW MY LEAD”
And as you hear these Words from your Ancient Master Soul Being “Follow My Lead” 
your feet begin anchoring deeply into Gaia….. as you begin breathing in the Ancient 
One very deep, deeper into your heart Breathe….and you will feel the Crown Chakra 
tapping into the Higher Realms as it is opening and connecting ONENESS with your 
Ancient ONE.
 You are following its LEAD, this Master of who you are of MASTERY is directly in front 
of you, carrying a Medicine Stick that is Gold or White, maybe it’s a Golden Essence 
around him, maybe it’s a necklace with a Pendant on his heart, see the Necklace on the 
Master the Ancient One, see the Pendant…. Look at the Symbol or Pattern.  THAT is 
your Soul Pattern and Signature, it’s on his chest, but it’s also on yours. And it will be on 
every Doorway of every Portal of every Grid that he walks you to…. and it is GOLD.
Now take that Pattern or Symbol or Signature and FEEL it underneath of your feet, your 
standing on a GOLD DISC with this Pattern, underneath your feet now, so that every 
morning as soon as you wake up; you are going to stand on this Gold Disc of that 
Pattern, that Symbol, Connecting and walking in Spirit of the Ancient ONE of who you 
truly you are to Teach the Medicine that you own.   That is the Teaching that is the 



Message, THAT IS ALL.
We leave….We leave you now embracing you with a Circle of LIGHT and the Ancient 
ONE the Medicine Man awaits your following him in the Grid Systems above the Rock 
Formations in all Sacred Temples of Gaia.                                                    
  ADONAI ADONAI ADONAI 
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